
NONFICTION: POPULAR SCIENCE 

Northeastern Massachusetts Reader’s Advisory Round Table 

Virtual Meeting on Zoom Sponsored by Methuen’s Nevins Memorial Library 9/27/22                              

Notes submitted by Leane Ellis          Schedule for 2022+ is on the Blog. 

DEFINITION OF Nonfiction Popular Science Writing:  “…in the everyday world, the sciences are 

embedded in our lives, and as readers we are drawn into the wonder of it all…because the huge 

array of subjects touching on some aspect of science [can make] identifying books to suggest 

somewhat overwhelming…Science books appeal directly to readers who want to learn and 

discover through their reading, to those who appreciate sharp, intelligent writing, and enjoy 

exploring the complex, figuring out puzzles, and making connections. Science book readers 

want things made clear, but not in a condescending way, and they are willing, in fact eager, to 

puzzle their way through a book toward the goal of mastering a subject. Competency, 

intelligence, and curiosity are common threads in all manner of science books…Collectively 

these books offer a wealth of rewards for the committed reader and the dabbler alike, inviting 

us all into the captivating web of things known and those just waiting for discovery” (60-61). 

NOTE: Types of Books: Explanations; Investigations; Nature and Natural History; Literary or 

Historical Slants; Biography or Memoir (61)—for this discussion we concentrated on 

Explanations, Investigations, and Literary and Historical Slants that appeal as Popular to the 

widest audiences possible.  Nature and Natural History will be studied 11/22/22, and Scientific 

Biography and Memoir hopefully in the future. 

Explanations describe science to the general reader. “They have wide appeal, are written for 

the generalist, and typify popular science writing.” Narrative continuum “falls within the 

medium range and provides a good blend of fact and narrative writing.” (62) Author Example: 

Timothy Ferris 

Investigations argue and expand on theory at a more sophisticated level than explanatory 

science books which explain theories for the layman. Subjects “can be similar; [however,] the 

primary differences are in their intent and focus (story line aspects), narrative context, detail, 

language, and tone.“ Investigations “take commitment and effort to read, for they often 

contain difficult concepts and some level of jargon, or they assume that the reader already 

understands basic scientific theory.” Narrative continuum falls in the low level due to the detail 

and heavy facts included. (63-64) Author Example: Brian Greene 

Literary and Historical Slants are often “the place where the hesitant science reader feels most 

comfortable, these books are literature tinged with science and science melded with history—

books that explore, in a more familiar way, less familiar subjects. They are easy to read, deeply 

engaging, and cover all sorts of topics from the history of a scientific idea to the tragic effects of 

natural disasters.” (65) High narrative continuums predominate. Author Example: Simon 

Winchester 

[Wyatt, Neal. RA Guide to Nonfiction, 2007]               RESOURCES:  See the Blog. 

https://ragenrestudy.files.wordpress.com/2018/08/20223-2026_schedule_050622.pdf
ttps://ragenrestudy.wordpress.com/nonfiction-science-writing-5-24-22/
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BENCHMARK DISCUSSIONS 

“Our Earth as in the Heavens” Essay from Astrophysics for People in a Hurry (2017) 

by Neil deGrasse Tyson  

Content summation: An overview of the universal laws of physics. 

APPEAL 

NARRATIVE CONTEXT 

o Middle of the Continuum due to accessible approach as the author takes 

very theoretical physics and applies it to everyday experience 

SUBJECT  

o Universal laws of physics 

• What we do here on Earth is out there in the universe; certain laws 

have permanence and are immutable no matter where they take place 

▪ “This universality of physical laws drives scientific discovery like 

nothing else” (55). 

▪ Ex: Speed of light (41) 

• “The law is the law.” Author is evangelical and unashamed in his 

avowing the facts as science 

▪ “Science is not just about seeing, it’s about measuring, preferably 

with something that’s not your own eyes, which are inextricably 

conjoined with the baggage of your brain. That baggage is more 

often than not a satchel of preconceived ideas, post-conceived 

notions, and outright bias” (Astrophysics for People in a Hurry, 90). 

TYPE 

o Popular Science Explanation 

o Advocate for Science    

PACE  

o Enthralling due to author’s exuberance, enthusiasm, and humor   

CHARACTERIZATION 

o Tyson himself 

• Intent—to educate 

▪ Bring science to the people, as one group member put it: “Don’t be 

afraid…you see this every day in your life…you can understand 

this, too.”  

• Focus— Universal laws of physics; Fact not opinion 

• Reliability--Documented Research and knowledge of Topic and 

accessible writing Tone 

▪ Consistently the same person through all author’s media outlets 

and writing which is balanced with his credentials 
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(Benchmark, Tyson, Appeal Cont.) 

STORY LINE 

o Explains the history and context of the laws of physics 

DETAIL 

o Illustrates with factual and anecdotal evidence 

• Historical narratives 

• Theories explained as simply as possible often functioning as 

an organic storyteller making personalized connections 

▪ Personalizes using his own and everyday experiences 

▪ Ex: Hot Chocolate (46) 

LEARNING/EXPERIENCE 

o Author’s intention to teach the history and context of physics 

o Reinforce author’s contention that in science “The law is the law.”  

LANGUAGE  

o Compelling; Inclusive; Conversational style  
o Shows respect for his readers; Author makes complicated science 

accessible without making the reader feel stupid; Never talking down to 

the reader 
o Title: “Our Earth as in the Heavens” recontextualizes the tension between 

science and religious beliefs, playing on author’s reliability by including 

that reference (We’ve been curious about this science for a long time…) 

but could also be seen by some as mocking 

TONE 

o Inclusive, welcoming, thought-provoking, humorous 
o Enthusiastic Advocate/Cheerleader for Science; Evangelical  
o Accessible organic storytelling that both respects and informs the reader  
o “Spiritually Certain” may disagree with science as facts but Tyson 

maintains “The Law is the law” unashamedly 
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Benchmark Discussion: Author Mary Roach: Everyone read at least one of the 

following titles: Stiff (2003), Spook (2005), Bonk (2008), Packing for Mars (2010), Gulp 

(2013), Grunt (2016), or Fuzz (2021).  

Content summation: Mary Roach is a science writer renowned for her ability to tease out the 

quirky, unconventional aspects of science, which she does with humor and wit. Roach makes complex 

topics accessible to the general reader by placing them in context and creating a general overview. One 

appeal of Roach's work is her detailed examination of various aspects of the bigger topic. Although she 

emphasizes contemporary science over historical science, readers who enjoy Microhistories will find 

that Roach delves into her topics with the focused fervor of the microhistorian. (NoveList Plus 8/30/22) 

APPEAL 

NARRATIVE CONTEXT 

o Middle of the Continuum due to narrative story-telling style with 

humanizing examples plus the use of an overview of scientific, cultural 

and historical facts   

o Journalistic flavor combining narrative appeal and historical, etc. facts 

where author’s concepts come alive through her personality-based tour of 

each Topic 

o Continuum of narrative style fluctuates in each book as context, scientific 

theory, and procedures are explained; however, Pace increases as the 

author’s description of CH, conversations, and reactions are prominent. 

SUBJECT  

o Popular Science Topics varies from book to book 

o Detailed examination of various aspects of the bigger Topic 

o Often highlighting quirky, unconventional aspects of science 

• Stiff: The Curious Lives of Human Cadavers (2003) (4read) 

• Spook: Science Tackles the Afterlife (2005) (3read) paranormal 

• Bonk: The Curious Coupling of Science and Sex (2008) (2read) 

• Packing for Mars: The Curious Science of Life in the Void (2010) 

(2read) space travel 

• Gulp: Adventures on the Alimentary Canal (2013) (3read)  

• Grunt: The Curious Science of Humans at War (2016) (1read)  

• Fuzz: When Nature Breaks the Law (2021): The tension between 

human and wildlife behavior (5read) 

TYPE 

o Popular Science Explanation 

o Investigation 
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(Benchmark, Roach, Appeal Cont.) 

PACE  

o Evenly paced with an enthralling investigation Style and Subject keep the 

pages turning using engaging interviews and authentic conversations 

liberally laced with humor and wry asides 

o Chapters or parts of some chapters read quicker than others due to the 

narrative, dialogue, or explanatory narrative style. 

• Some chapters stand alone and the books can also be read out of 

order by chapter/Topic if some Topic appeals more to a reader than 

others 

▪ Give readers permission to speed read some more clinical sections 

but read for Topic, the personalities, and the author’s humorous 

journey 

o Relaxed but with surprise twists in the actual experience 

o Author through her personality-based tour of each Topic invites the reader 

along to experience the journey and get the answers to questions 

o Different formats (audio) also may be better for some readers; because of 

added value visual content suggest that the reader have both. 

CHARACTERIZATION 

o Roach herself and her experiences as well as an author 

• Intent--to educate and to inform but also to raise issues that hopefully 

will foment thought, discussion, and perhaps, innovation 

• Not afraid to ask what reader may want to ask; Mimics the probable 

reader’s curiosity 

• Focus--multiple depending on each Topic  

▪ “I am not, by trade or character, a spot light operator. I’m the 

goober with a flashlight, stumbling into corners and crannies, not 

looking for anything specific but knowing when I’ve found it (Grunt, 16) 

• Reliability--Documented Research and accessible writing Tone 

o Personality-based tour of each Topic 

• Cites husband Ed, her mother-in-law, etc. 

o Experts’ distinct personalities also populate the narrative 

• Even the cadavers in Stiff are imagined as persons sometimes based 

on where they were located, etc. 

• Fuzz: Vatican City’s rigid warden came alive 

• Portrays personnel as people with a calling using fictional narrative 

techniques of CH building, also presenting a range of CHs with a range 

of motivations 
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(Benchmark, Roach, Appeal Cont.) 

STORY LINE 

o Investigates the origins, evolution, and issues  

o Often highlighting quirky, unconventional aspects of science 

o Personality-based tour is also part of a winning formula readers have 

come to expect and anticipate  

• Roach's narrative storytelling episodic style, laced liberally with ironic 

asides, cleverly bad puns, and witty reactions makes Roach’s science 

writing accessible for readers. 

• Uses herself as a viable example to sometimes research aspects of 

each topic 

▪ Stiff: Donating her body to science; Bonk: CAT scan while having 

sex with her husband 

DETAIL 

o Heavily researched using histories, reports, studies, interviews, etc. 

• Research often masked by quirky Style, 

• Roach travels and lives in environments she writes about, often 

immersive 

• Illustrates with factual and anecdotal evidence 

o Makes complex topics accessible to the general reader by placing them in 

context and creating a general overview 

o Transparent process of investigation 

o Consistent narrative style 

▪ Quirky; Sensationalized entertainment; Curious--willing to ask 

anything; Intrepid--willing to try almost anything; Seat-of-her-pants 

writing style; Respect for her subjects and the participants 

o Footnotes often humorous and personal observation 

o Chapter heading photographs that are sometimes humorous and/or ironic  

• Her chapter photographs can be irreverent, sometimes enigmatic (until 

you read the chapter.)  

o Some books contain endnotes, all contain list of resources cited 

• Stiff: Resources for “How to Donate Your Body to Science” 

• Gulp: Acknowledgement page is crafted with wry humor 

• Stiff:  Forward is “Foreplay.” 

LEARNING/EXPERIENCE 

o Author’s intention to educate and to inform but also to raise issues that 

hopefully will foment thought, discussion, and perhaps, innovation 

LANGUAGE  

o Accessible—research and terminology are explained 
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(Benchmark, Roach, Language cont.) 

o Not dry academic read, due to the personality-based tour of the subjects 

o Style is irreverently informative 

• Humor breaks down barriers and provides comic relief for 

uncomfortable topics; interactions 

o Describes sometimes delicate subjects in a professional manner never 

being too graphic but sometimes the factual description is starkly honest 

making them too-detailed and real for some readers  

• Punctuated with her nervous human humorous asides 

• Personal implications of what Roach describes could be more 

uncomfortable than the actual written description 

• Not graphic or sensationalized like a CSI or crime story 

▪ Bonk: Professional and clinical not prurient descriptions 

▪ Fuzz: The tension between human and wildlife behavior often 

becomes lethal for the wildlife.  In fact, one could term this whole 

book a Red Flag for those who find reading of animal cruelty and 

slaughter uncomfortable. 

SETTING 

o Dependent on Topic but international as well as United States 
o  Laboratories, classrooms, wildlife refuges, firing ranges, locale varies and 

states, countries, regions are well described—in some cases transporting 

• Fuzz: India; Grunt: Natick Labs 

TONE 

o Thought-provoking; Sometimes provocative but sometimes feels like a 

meditation or musing on the Topic 

o Entertaining; Quirky; Accessible  

o Humor: Irreverent, ironic, bad puns; Charming self-deprecation 

• Gulp: “Unlocking my inner ten-year-old boy’s reaction to some of the 

author’s observations came as a personal surprise but Roach just has 

a way with word choice.“ (Note from Leane) 

RA:  Predominately for Roach but bear in mind narrative style continuum and, perhaps, Richard Feynman for 

Tyson  

Stiff: Caitlin Doherty’s very accessible books on cremation, etc., are more immediate and written with humor.  

Fuzz: Jennifer Ackerman and Ed Yong for more accessible wildlife perspectives. 

Gulp: Giulia Enders’ Gut. 

Bill Bryson and Sarah Vowell both make witty observations, have an accessible writing style, and engaging 

discussions of their various historical and scientific topics. Microhistories, and perhaps Dava Sobel, more of the 

biographical nature. 

Robert Kolker. Hidden Valley Road: Inside the Mind of an American Family (2021)  Accessible style 

Don’t forget to tie to Whole Collection — TV, Films, Nonfiction, Fictional accounts  
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 GENERAL NONFICTION APPEAL 

★ Nonfiction is dictionary defined as prose writing that is based on facts, real events, and real 

people, such as biography or history.   

o RA librarians break it down into two divisions: 

• Task Books: Readers want to use for some task-oriented function 

▪ Fact-specific research; EXs: How to knit; build a fence 

▪ Reader needs a good librarian with a well-crafted catalog and well-

developed collections 

• Nontask Books: All the other reasons, including pleasure, recreation, story, 

escape, exploration, and learning. 

▪ Readers’ Advisory Assistance 

o RA librarians look at four individual major aspects acknowledging that they work in 

concert: Narrative Context, Subject, Type, and Appeal. 

★ Narrative Context 

o Extent to which Story is present or important 

○ Degree of Narrative Content 

• EXs: Reads like a novel; Gripping Account; Fact based 

o Narrative is a fancy word for a story 

• A Story offers readers understanding, comfort, and a way to contextualize life. 

• Narrative authors use the devices of storytelling: Character, dialogue, Setting, 

Plot, and scene building to tell their Story 

o Narrative exists on a Continuum 

• Most Narrative end of continuum: Books that read like Fiction 

▪ Entice the reader into the Story and actually helps some readers become 

engaged in the work 

▪ Highly Narrative tells a gripping, cannot-put-down story like Junger’s The 

Perfect Storm 

• Middle Narrative of continuum: Mixture of Story and Facts 

▪ Asks more of readers than to simply read for the story itself like Philbrick’s 

Sea of Glory: America’s Voyage of Discovery, the U.S. Exploring Expedition, 

1838-1842 

• Least Narrative end of continuum: Books that provide a complex tour of the 

topic 

▪ Offer few elements of narrative and provide readers enjoyment for entirely 

different reasons. 

▪ Explains a particular theory through a complex tour of science like Greene’s 

The Elegant Universe (String Theory) 

o Just how much Narrative is needed depends on the reader 

o Narrative provides a hook for the reader to pull themselves through a title 
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(General Nonfiction Appeal: Narrative Context continued) 

 

o Narrative hook does not have to work on the micro level, played out in a Plot that builds 

chapter by chapter (Perfect Storm); instead, it can work as an overriding “Story” 

contained within the book (Elegant Universe). 

o Important to ascertain what levels of narrative the reader typically needs before 

considering what titles to suggest 

★ Subject 

○ What the book is about 

○ Degree of Interest 

○ Specific topics like: 

• EXs: String Theory; Social Justice; Food; Hockey; Artic Exploration; Plants; 

Animals 

• Dewey & LOC provide common place to start conversation on topic especially 

when reader is NOT reading for appeal but to feed an obsession or curiosity 

o Topic is the strongest pull readers feel toward a book in the beginning unless they already 

know the author, in which case the main pull is typically a mix of author and Subject 

o Readers go to a book because of its Subject, but they stay for everything else. 

• What keeps a reader reading a book is a combination of how closely the book 

fits the type of pattern the reader is seeking,  

• How the narrative nature of the book matches their reading needs,  

• And if the book contains the appeal aspects they consciously or unconsciously 

enjoy while reading 

o Know the Types of books available within each Subject and use them in combination 

with Narrative context and Appeal to help readers find what they are seeking 

★ Type 

○ Kind of Book 

○ Degree of Pattern 

▪ Memoir; Essay; Biography; Exploration; Reporting, etc. 

○ Offers readers a variety of moods and perspectives 

○ Affects the Tone, Pace, Language, Detail, Story Line, mood and Narrative nature of a 

book 

○ Readers themselves may or may not know to call the works they want by these Type 

terms, but RA librarians must be able to recognize their requests as desires for history in 

retrospect or exciting journeys, escapes, and adventures, etc.  

★ Pacing 

○ How it feels to move through the Story arc 

○ Degree of perceived speed 

• Fast; Leisurely; Measured 

o Like Fiction, how the Story is constructed and the amount of description and dialogue 

included affects the Pace 
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(General Nonfiction Appeal: Pacing continued) 

 

o Also affected by the amount of fact and theory the reader has to process and how the 

author incorporates and presents those elements 

o Perception of Pace is also affected by the knowledge readers bring to the book and their 

interest in the topic 

o Second aspect of Pace is the speed at which the Story unfolds and how quickly the 

reader understands where the book is going 

• Directly related to the Narrative nature of the title; Strong Narrative drive not only 

acts as a hook to pull the reader through the book, it also acts as a map to give 

direction to the reading experience 

• The less sure a reader is about what is happening, where a book is heading, or how 

something works, the more disconnected and therefore slow the book feels 

• Often greatly influenced by the reader’s mood 

★ Characterization 

○ Character types and how readers are intended to respond to Characters 

○  Degree of Attachment 

• Quirky; Introspective; Set; Faceted; Historical figures; Author as character 

(Personality-based tours); Sympathetic; Objective; Reader identifies with 

o A driving element for many nonfiction readers 

• Character development happens with historical figures in biographies, the author 

as main CH in memoirs, intriguing researchers in science books, etc. 

o How the CHs are animated also affects Pace. Is the story about their actions or about 

thoughts, theories, or concepts? 

o Types and numbers of CHs in a book, secondary CHs, and repeating CHs are other 

appeal aspects. 

• CHs can be single-set (One set of CHs is the main focus, as is typical in a 

memoir.) 

• CHs can be large-cast (The focus of the story is divided among groups of CHs like 

histories like McCullough’s 1776.)  

• Often secondary CHs have a significant role and add to the richness of the work 

for some readers (a hook in some cases); however, other readers prefer not to  

break away from the main Story and CHs for someone else and find them 

distracting. 

• Nonfiction books have repeating CHs that are treated by many different authors 

▪ Don’t underestimate the effect of individual CH appeal on readers; Different 

authors often address the same person from varying points of view 

▪ Readers often become vested in the CH they have come to know and seek 

more on them as a Subject 

▪ Additionally, there is always a new interpretation so readers have a backlist 

to discover 
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(General Nonfiction Appeal: Characterization continued) 

o Whether the CHs are meant to be sympathized with or viewed objectively the reading 

experience changes depending on how the reader responds to CH. The first draws the 

reader into the Story; the other creates a more distant reading experience.  

o Unique to nonfiction is the question of the reader’s trust and engagement with the author 

and the authorial voice.  

o A great deal of nonfiction is someone else’s story. 

• Readers need to trust that writers know what they are talking about and have 

sufficient knowledge, insight, and understanding to be a reliable voice on the 

topic. 

o Much of nonfiction is about the author.  

• With Memoir, Autobiography, Travel Narratives, etc., readers must be able to 

engage with the author on at least a minimal level. The reader’s trust in the 

author or relationship to the author is critical. 

★ Story Line 

○ Impact of Story Line on the feel of the book, Plot, Narrative levels  

○ Degree of reaction and effort 

• Tells Narrative Story; Teaches; Creates a scholarly work; Presents a satirical essay 

o Key in nonfiction because it so strongly affects a reader’s response 

o Addresses many issues of Subject, Type, and Narrative nature. It is within Story  Line that those 

separate and vital issues are interwoven with appeal 

o Is a strong influence on the Narrative nature of a work and has overarching effects and Story Line is 

where Narrative continuum is measured: 

• Highly Narrative nonfiction tells a strong Story and tends to be easiest to suggest to 

readers searching for CH and plot-driven works. 

• More fact-based nonfiction books have less Narrative drive to them and fans of these 

books do not find Story Line to be an overriding factor in how they choose or enjoy 

titles. 

o All books are written with a specific intent and focus 

• Thinking about the author’s intent removes us from the need to judge a book on the 

basis of criteria other than those internal to the book.  

• Story Line removes the instinct to judge and lets us simply talk about the book in its 

most pure form—that is, what the author intended to create. 

• Different intents include to educate, to be humorous, to entertain, to expose, to report, 

to persuade, to focus on an issue, to explore, and present new findings, etc. 

o Story Line works in tandem with Type in regard to intent and focus. 

o Story Line provides a place in the appeal construct to consider how the subject is approached 

o Subjects tend to either be sole-focus or used as a vessel to collect a range of other Subjects to muse 

upon and can be hard to decide just what the Subject is.     

                     [Wyatt, Neal. The Readers’ Advisory Guide to Nonfiction, 2007] 
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SUMMATION OF APPEAL FOR NONFICTION: POPULAR SCIENCE 

1.) Reader’s Purpose: Why? Education (Assigned or Self-assigned) 

2.) Authorial Reliability, Intent, and Focus  

3.) Accessible Narrative Style and Context combined with Subject, Currency, 

and Level and/or Format 

4.) Tone 

5.) Pacing 

 

QUESTIONS TO ASK READERS 
NONFICTION: 

Avoid sharing your personal views on any topic or try to “tell” the reader what they “should “read—rather 

elicit the appeal they read for and their boundaries in your conversation. 

 

Suggest choices: Remember the “rule of three:” Three different titles that meet the reader’s criteria and 

give the reader reasons for the suggestion. 

 

Prepare a list of go-to titles/authors: “Sure-Bets” or a variety of gateways for readers in advance by topic 

after educating yourself on a topic. Use already prepared lists from sources you trust to both educate 

yourself and prime the pump for readers especially with “hot” topics—like “hygge,” “climate change,” and 

“choosing a puppy” when they become popular. 

 
QUESTIONS FOR THE GENERAL NONFICTION READER: 
What is your intent? General understanding of a Topic? Textbook-like facts?  What do you want 

to learn? Or do you want to experience an overview for entertainment? 

What directed you to the Topic?                                                                                                

What level have you experienced? What level are you comfortable with?  

What do you like about the nonfiction you’ve read?  

How do you usually acquire information? Bio? Newspaper? Encyclopedia? Podcast? 

What type of book? Autobiography? Biography? Memoir? Journalism? 

(Also remember audio books, Graphic Novels, documentaries, etc.) 

Do you have any favorite topics or settings or eras? 

Do you want to get a different perspective on the Topic? Change the way you think about it? 

Ask if the Setting is important to the story? Do they want location brought to life?                                                                                                                                                                                
Current? Retrospective?                                                                                                                     
Who are your favorite nonfiction authors?  Why do you enjoy them?                                                                                            

What is your preferred Pace?                                                                                                                                
What is their preference for the Narrative content?  High (Story) to Low (Facts)                                                                 

Lots of Facts, woven into story, combo? Show vs. Tell?                                                                           

Is humor important in the Tone?                                                                                                                    
What is your violence level? Graphic description level?                                                                    
Thoughts on language and style?                                                                                                                    
Tell me about a nonfiction experience that really annoyed you and why?                                      

Are other parts of the collection like audiobooks or Graphic Novels OK, or as a companion? 
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SPECIFIC QUESTIONS: Popular Science                                                                                          

Have you read anything in this topic? If so, what and what did you think of it?  More of 

the same “type?” Something different?  Lower or higher level?  Reading level? Narrative 

Style? Other format (Graphic Novel) or audience (YA)?                                                                        

GENERAL RA Qs: Prime the pump… 

Tell me about the last book you read that you really liked, and what did you specifically like 

about it? 

Tell me about a book you didn’t like and why? 

What are the last three books you read and enjoyed? 

What is your favorite classic novel or series and why?   

What video games do you play, or which movies, TV series do you like?   

What book have you read that you wish you could read again for the first time? 

Tell me about the last book that you could not put down. 

What is something you thought you would like but couldn’t get into? 

What are your interests? 

What are some of your interests outside of reading? What are your hobbies? 

How do you feel about translations? 

 

CHOICE TITLES: (See blog for some complete reviews.) 

(https://ragenrestudy.wordpress.com/nonfiction-science-writing-5-24-22/) 

 

Leane                                                                                                                                                                                           

Title: Breath: The New Science of a Lost Art (2022) 

Author: James Nestor 

Appeal Factors: TOPIC/STYLE/TONE                                             

Alexandra                                                                                                                                                                  

Title: The Poison Squad (2018)                                                                                                                         

Author: Deborah Blum                                                                                                                                        

Appeal Factors: Character, Frame 

Jeanne                                                                                                                                                

Title: The World Without us (2007) 

Author:  Alan Weisman                                                                                                                                                      

Appeal Factors:  Narrative Style, Author’s Intent: Environmental education and advocacy 

Beth S. 

Title: The Inheritor’s Powder: A Tale of Arsenic, Murder, and the New Forensic Science (2013)                          

Author: Sandra Hempel                                                                                                                                                   

Appeal Factors: Dramatic, engaging writing, richly detailed, carefully researched 
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(Choice Titles continued) 

Erin 

Title:  How to Do Nothing: Resisting the Attention Economy (2019)                                                                          

Author:  Jenny Odell                                                                                                                                                           

Appeal Factors: Easy to drop into; Well researched; Accessible  

Tatjana                                                                                                                                                                      

Title:  Storm in a Teacup: The Physics of Everyday Life (2017)                                                                        

Author:  Helen Czerski                                                                                                                                                  

Appeal Factors:  Accessible; Warm and Witty 

Amanda                                                                                                                                                        

Title: The God Equation: The Quest for a Theory of Everything (2021)                                                   

Author: Michio Kaku                                                                                                                                         

Appeal Factors: Dense; Diagrams 

Beth R.                                                                                                                                                                                         

Title: The Glass Universe: How the Ladies of the Harvard Observatory Took the Measure of the Stars (2016)                                                                                                                                                  

Author: Dava Sobel                                                                                                                                                                        

Appeal Factors: Minimal sense of women involved; Researched (FOMO); Not all that accessible 

 

Gwen:                                                                                                                                                                         

Title: Secret Life of Dust: From the Cosmos to the Kitchen Counter, The Big Consequences of Little Things (2001)                                                                                                                        

Author: Hannah Holmes                                                                                                                                           

Appeal Factors:  Medium Paced; Approachable; Respect for the Reader 

Jan                                                                                                                                                                                               

Title: Longitude: The True Story of a Lone Genuis Who Solved the Greatest Scientific Problem of His Time (1995)     

Author: Dava Sobel                                                                                                                                                            

  


